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Welcome to the IUFRO conference on

FORESTRY EXTENSION:
ASSISTING FOREST OWNER, FARMER AND STAKEHOLDER
DECISION-MAKING.

Rowan Reid
Forestry Department – the University of Melbourne, and
Conference Convenor

Never before has there been such widespread support for the establishment of trees on Australian farms. The threat posed to farm productivity, water quality and our unique biodiversity arising from over clearing has inspired extraordinary government funding and community support for revegetation. At the same time, concerns over the harvesting of timber from Australia’s publicly owned native forests and the importation of tropical timbers has spawned widespread public support for timber plantations as a real alternative. The emotion and resolve generated by these issues highlights the importance that many Australians place on the environmental, economic and social benefits of forests.

However, despite this support, the conversion of farmland to industrial monoculture timber plantations on a large-scale has meet with opposition from rural communities and conservation groups. Notwithstanding the environmental and economic inadequacies of some farming practices, the conversion of farmland to industrial plantations is seen by many as a greater threat to their way of life.

Fortunately there are many farmers who would argue that forests are an essential component of an environmentally, socially and economically sustainable agricultural landscape. Rather than replace farms with forests they seem to favour the integration of multipurpose plantations into their existing farming landscapes in a way that enhances farm productivity, protects the natural environment, and revitalises farming communities. Across Australia enthusiastic farmer groups, supported by governments, industry, professionals and conservationists, have sprung up in support of Agroforestry and Farm Forestry.

For most of us Australians here, this conference is about the role of extension in the development and support of agroforestry and farm forestry. It is about understanding what drives farmer participation and finding ways of harnessing community and industry interest in the products and services that forests on farms may provide. We hope to learn from our many friends from Europe and North America where there has been a longer history of professional extension interest in “non-industrial private landowners” and the suite of benefits that forests on private land offer landowners and their communities. We are also keen to hear of the challenges facing forestry extension in Africa and other countries where the need to establish and manage forests is possibly greater than here on the driest continent on earth.
Can we put the definitions to rest – finally?

Most formal definitions of agroforestry and farm forestry focus on the role the trees play and their location or arrangement. Although less commonly used today, Australian institutional definitions of agroforestry actually predate those for farm forestry. With direct reference to grazing or cropping underneath or between commercial tree crops, most definitions of agroforestry focused on terms such as the “simultaneous production of wood and agricultural products” (Australian Forestry Council 1980) or “the integration of forestry and agriculture on the same land unit” (Victorian Government 1991).

When our federal government singled out farm forestry for special funding support in the early 1990’s a broader definition was on offer: “Farm Forestry is the incorporation of commercial tree growing into farming systems; it can take many forms: plantations on farms, woodlots, timber belts, alleys, wide-spaced tree plantings, and native forests”. The anticipated or desired advantages were included in many of the definitions put forward at the time: “It improves agricultural production by providing shelter for stock and crops. It also provides substantial environmental benefits such as water table and salinity reduction” (National Farm Forestry Program 1995).

Unfortunately, not all agroforestry and farm forestry projects have been as successful and the early definitions may have envisaged. Nor have these prescriptive definitions been adequate in helping us understand or incorporate the widening interest in the role and purpose of trees on farms. These challenges have forced a welcome simplification in recent definitions to the point that agroforestry and farm forestry are now been presented as simply “trees on farms” (Joint Venture Agroforestry Program & International Council for Research into Agroforestry).

Can I suggest that it is not sufficient try and distinguish agroforestry or farm forestry from other forms of forestry by how they look or even by their function? It is not the scale, the planting pattern, the species or the purpose of a forest that makes it a farm forest or agroforest: it is the ownership. Not just ownership of the land or the trees, but ownership of the decision to do it and how it is done. I see farm forestry and agroforestry as the simply the result a farmer’s decision to practice forestry. The terms can be used interchangeably. My definition for both is:

“Farm Forestry and agroforestry are the commitment of resources by farmers, alone or in partnership, towards the establishment or management of forests on their land.”

Farm forestry and agroforestry are therefore about choice; farmers choosing to commit their resources to the development and management of forests for, amongst other things, commercial return. Farmers may establish and manage their forests for any mix of the benefits that forests can provide. They may place an emphasis on a single outcome such as timber production or biodiversity or they may seek to balance a range of benefits in a multipurpose planting. Their priorities may vary over the farm or change over time. A forest initially established or managed for wildlife or land protection might later be harvested for timber or
valued for its beauty. Forests on farms may increase agricultural production or simply displace it. They might be sustainable, even improve economic, social and environmental capital, or they may deplete these assets. The farmer, or their partners, may profit from farm forestry or come to regret their involvement.

Making a commitment to forestry is not necessarily a good decision – it is simply a decision. A decision made by farmers that may be influenced by any number of individuals or groups including industry, government, neighbours, community groups and family members. A decision made based on what the farmers and those advising them understand about the establishment, management and protection of forests and their economic, social and environmental impact. A decision that might be different if there were changes in the information and technology available, the regulations governing landuse or the availability of mechanism for the trading of the products and services that forestry can provide.

The theme of this conference is Forestry Extension: Assisting Forest Owner, Farmer and Stakeholder Decision-Making. If, as many of us would like to believe, trees and forests do offer an un-tapped opportunity to improve the economic, social and environmental landscape of rural areas then we might assume that by supporting the farmer who make the decisions, and those who are able to influence them, will lead to more forests and better forest management.

The alternative approach: Farmer/Stakeholder Negotiation

If farm forestry is to attract broad based support we require a new approach to identifying forestry opportunities and of engaging farmers and stakeholders; an approach born out of the potential to build more resilient rural landscapes for the future rather than simply solving the problems of the past. Farmers rarely talk of their trees as “underpinning future timber supplies”, “reducing water treatment costs”, “reducing the trade deficit”, or “providing an alternative wood supply to native forests”. Rather than trying to identify and sell “best-bet” forestry options, those seeking particular outcomes, such as timber production, land degradation control or biodiversity, must try and marry their needs to those of farmers.

In meeting their own needs farmers can help achieve the goals of others, however, it is most unlikely that they will wholeheartedly accept the “best-bet” purpose options advocated by single interest groups. Research suggests that for many farmers being able to “hand their farm over to their children in a better condition than they found it” and to “farm within the environmental capacity of the land” are important goals. Amongst those farmers who had planted trees the main immediate purposes were to provide shelter for stock and crops, address land degradation or provide wildlife habitat (Wilson et al 1995). Clearly forestry has a role to play in meeting farmers’ needs and aspirations even though they are not exactly the problems identified by government, industry and community groups.

Government, industry, conservation groups and water authorities could be considered the clients or customers of the farmers. By designing and managing their forests in a way that better meets the needs or interests of others, farmers may be able to negotiate an attractive “sale” of the forestry products and environmental or social services their forest provides. The return to the farmers
may come in the form of higher prices for forest products, stewardship payments for provision of environmental services, rate rebates, planning support, grants, special privileges, marketing assistance, joint ventures or other incentives. The key is to allow farmers to retain the ownership and responsibility for land use decisions thereby encouraging innovation in design and opportunities for multipurpose production.

Rather than carry the full cost of revegetation each stakeholders need only “pay” for the outcomes they are able to capture. For example, high value sawlogs don’t need to be produced in a dedicated sawlog plantation. They could be grown in a wildlife corridor or a shelterbelt. Prospective purchases simply need to outline their product specifications and negotiate a price and point of sale that encourages farmers to consider designs that will produce the products and services they require. The farmers must then balance the prospects for future sales with their other interests before they design and manage a forest to suit.

Penalties, like incentives, are also a legitimate tool that governments and others can use to express they interests. For example, harvesting contractors often penalise farmers for the increased costs associated with harvesting small or difficult areas. Some local governments are introducing differential rating to offer rate rebates to those prepared to protect native forests or establish multipurpose farm forestry. They may also increase rates on industrial plantations that they feel are not contributing to their vision for their shire.

Incentives, payments, penalties, regulations and codes of practice should be “outcome orientated” so as to allow farmers to develop innovative ways of managing their land. For example, codes of practice that do not permit the harvesting of timber from stream reserves or native forests because of the anticipated environmental impacts may actually encourage neglect. Outcome orientated codes that allow farmers to manage their land as they wish as long as long their management it does not threaten clearly defined environmental or social values encourages innovation and the development of low-impact multipurpose farm forestry options.

When the wider community recognise and accept that it is the farmers who make the final decision about the establishment and management of forests on their land farm forestry will be able to naturally evolve as an integral part of the farming landscape. Australian farmers, and no doubt farmers around the world, have a reputation for modifying and adapting farming innovations to suit their needs. The future of farm forestry will depend on what the farming communities want of forestry and the preparedness of interest groups to “pay” for the benefits they wish to see.

**Elegant solutions: Appropriate farm forestry designs**

If farmers are going to take responsibility for the design and development of their forests then farm forestry research, education and extension needs to focus on assisting farmers design and evaluate farm forestry opportunities in light of their own circumstances and performance criteria. A farmer’s interest may be initially driven by an attractive vision of what forestry might offer them, their family or community. As they consider the opportunities they will continually evaluate them
against their personal beliefs, aspirations and constraints. Commitment will only follow if they are able to identify an attractive proposition, access the necessary resources and build confidence in their ability to overcome the inevitable risks.

Once they have made a personal commitment (e.g., established the trees or entered into a forest agreement) future success will depend on maintaining confidence, repeated investment and continuing personal satisfaction. It is a farmer's responsibility to ensure that their commitment of land, time, money and enthusiasm reflects their own aspirations and personal performance criteria. An initial commitment does not guarantee future satisfaction and is a poor measure of success.

Research and extension must also work to assist stakeholders identify and define their own performance criteria and methods by which they might negotiate with farmers. Clearly identifiable and measurable performance criteria that reflect stakeholder interests must form the basis for payments, controls or penalties imposed on farmers by government, industry and community groups.

Multipurpose farm forestry allows the costs of producing one product to be paid for by the benefits provided by another. For example, if a farmer can justify the cost of establishing commercial trees on the basis of non-timber values the forest will provide as it grows then the traditional constraints facing commercial forestry – namely the cost of the land and the long investment period – become less important. In this way farmers are developing “viable” multipurpose forestry options for areas once considered too dry, too small, too difficult or too far away for “real” forestry.

The aim must be to design unique agroforestry and farm forestry systems that match each grower’s site conditions, non-timber interests, personal resources, market opportunities and future aspirations. This will result in a diversity of ownership, layout, structure and function that reflects the physical, social and economic diversity inherent within farming communities - elegant solutions that express the unique situation facing each farmer.

Farm forestry is about fitting forestry into a farming culture rather than replacing it. If farm forestry is to contribute to the visions of industries, communities and governments these interest groups must first ensure that farmers are able to achieve their goals. Farm forestry extension should encourage farmers to adapt and refine forestry options to best suit their own circumstances and allow those with a legitimate interest in the products and services provided to adequately reward those farmers who are able to deliver.

The IUFRO Extension Working Party Symposium

I am pleased to be able to welcome you all to Lorne for this symposium. This region, from the surf along the coast, over the forests on the hills, to the farmland to the north, is my personal “homeland”. The magnificent natural and planted forests of the Otway Ranges have attracted the interest of foresters for generations: The ranges support habitats that sustain the tallest flowering trees in the world (Eucalyptus regnans), unique temperate rainforests and complex coastal heath communities.
Over the years, government, industry and community interests in nature conservation, timber production, tourism, and water supply have seen the forests of the Otways become one of the most multiple-use, and hotly contested, forests in the country. Like the forests of Germany, California or the wet tropics of north Queensland the Otways has much to offer a visiting forester or tree grower.

Despite this rich forest history, I believe it is in our generation now that we are seeing one of the most remarkable and exciting forest developments. One that offers hope, rather than gloom and thrives on cooperation rather than conflict. Farmer's enthusiasm and increasing participation in forestry in the Otways is a good news story. I have been lucky enough to be able to participate in the rise of farm forestry in the Otway region, alongside the many farmers, scientists, government staff and industries. It is an exciting time.

Over the course of the week we will give you the chance enjoy the natural beauty of the region and to share in our story of farm forestry. You will meet many of the characters of the region and sense their enthusiasm and commitment. You will think of your own homeland, of its natural beauty and characters, and you will have the opportunity to share your story with us. I know from my own travels that the enthusiasm, commitment and interest in farm and family forestry is growing in many areas and that the need for conferences like this has never been greater.

So, whether you have come from across the ridge, across the country or across the equator, thank you for coming. Although it is our interest in trees and forests that bring us together when we leave it will be the friendships and shared experiences that we remember. On behalf of Marianne, Digby, Peter, Andrew and myself, I welcome you to Lorne and to the Otway Ranges.
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